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Abstract

Infant-directed speech exhibits slower speech rate, higher pitch and larger f0 excursions than adult-directed speech. Apart from these phonetic properties established in many languages, little is known on the intonational phonological structure in individual languages, i.e. pitch accents and boundary tones and their frequency distribution. Here, we investigated the intonation of infant-directed speech in German. We extracted all turns from the CHILDES database directed towards infants younger than one year (n=585). Two annotators labeled pitch accents and boundary tones according to the autosegmental-metrical intonation system GToBI. Additionally, the tonal movement surrounding the accentual syllable was analyzed. Main results showed a) that 45% of the words carried a pitch accent, b) that phrases ending in a low tone were most frequent, c) that H* accents were generally more frequent than L+ accents, d) that H*, L+H* and L* are the most frequent pitch accent types in IDS, and e) that a pattern consisting of an accentual low-pitched syllable preceded by a low tone and followed by a rise or a high tone constitutes the most frequent single pattern. The analyses reveal that the IDS intonational properties lead to a speech style with many tonal alternations, particularly in the vicinity of accentuated syllables.
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1. Introduction

Although infant-directed speech (IDS, “motherese”) has been investigated thoroughly from a phonetic and sometimes also functional point of view ([1, 2]), relatively sparse information is available as to its phonological characteristics. In this paper, we analyze the intonational phonological structure of German IDS-utterances by examining the frequency distribution of boundary tones and pitch accent types. We analyzed utterances of 8 mothers from the CHILDES database ([3]) and of one additional mother while they talked to their young infants.

IDS differs in several aspects from adult-directed speech (ADS): IDS has been shown to consist of shorter utterances, grammatically simpler sentences and it contains special lexical items such as “cho-cho” for train in English (e.g., [4, 5]). Furthermore, conversations with young children are marked by a high degree of repetitiveness (e.g.,[6]). Phonetically, IDS is characterized by higher mean fundamental frequency (f0), higher absolute f0, larger f0 ranges, longer pauses, more use of whispering, a reduced speech rate, final syllable lengthening and more peripheral vowel qualities (e.g., [4, 7-10]), compared to ADS. Some language-specific properties of IDS have also been reported, e.g., differences in the amount of increase in f0 range ([11]) and in the kinds of pitch accent types that are used ([12]). Nevertheless, it seems that there are at least some universal properties of IDS ([1, 13, 14]). Similarly, there are differences between mothers and fathers ([4, 15]), and the infants’ gender also appears to influence features of IDS ([11, 16]). However, increases in mean f0 and f0 range seem to be relatively stable characteristics of IDS.

Apart from lexical and phonetic characteristics, there is only a limited number of studies on the phonological intonational realization of IDS across languages. For instance, [12] analyzed the distribution of pitch accent types in English and Bengali IDS and ADS. Not surprisingly, their results show that the accent inventory of IDS is based on ADS phonology and does not consist of a different set of accent types. The distribution of pitch accents, however, differs across interlocutors, with a reduced set of accents in Bengali IDS as opposed to ADS and with an increased proportion of rising contours in IDS in both languages (see also [17] on American English). Apart from that, little is known about the language-specific intonational categories and their frequency of use in IDS. [17] further reports a higher accent density and more pitch variability, at least in American English.

American English IDS and ADS are said to differ with regard to the prosodic marking of focused words ([18]). Mothers of 14-month-old infants positioned focused words most often in utterance-final position and produced them with an exaggerated pitch peak, even if the target words were mentioned for the second time and thus discourse-given. The exact form of the accent types used in this study is, however, not reported. In the current paper, we will take a closer look at the specific pitch patterns used by mothers when speaking to infants. Data were restricted to infants younger than one year, since this is the period in which prosodic characteristics of IDS style are particularly prominent ([17, 19, 20]).

2. Background

We analyzed the intonation of the IDS utterances following the guidelines of GToBI (German Tone & Break Indices [21]), a widely used annotation system within the autosegmental-metrical (AM) framework. In AM-systems, pitch accents are associated with the metrically stressed syllables of an accented word, resulting in starred tonal targets (indicated by “*”). GToBI distinguishes six different basic pitch accent types, two monotonal accents (H* and L*, in which the stressed syllable is perceived as high and low, respectively) and four bitonal accents, containing either leading tones or trailing tones (tones preceding or following the accentual tone). These include two rising accents that differ in the perception of the stressed syllable as high or low (L+H* is perceived as high and L*+H
as low) and two early falls (H+L* with a prominent pitch fall onto the stressed syllable (high to low) and H+!H* where the fall is less steep (high to mid-level)).

Two levels of phrasing are annotated: intermediate phrases (ips, indicated by ‘-’1) and superordinate intonational phrases (IPs, ‘%’). Due to the prosodic hierarchy, an IP-boundary always subsumes an ip-boundary. GToBI’s IP boundary tone inventory at the right edges of an IP consists of five different types: H-% (high plateau), H-^H% (high-rise), L-H% (low-rise), L-% (fall/low, depending on the preceding pitch accent), !H-% (incomplete fall). The default initial boundary tone is L%; an extraordinarily high beginning is marked by %H. Each H-tone can be realized higher or lower than a preceding H-tone in the same IP, indicated by upstep (↑) and downstep (↓).

3. Methods

3.1. Data selection

We selected all German utterances to children younger than one year (ranging from 0;5.4 to 0;11.23) from the CHILDES database ([3]). These included four mothers from the Stuttgart Corpus ([22]) and four mothers from the Manuela Corpus (“http://childles.psy.cmu.edu/browser/index.php?url=Germanic-Manuela/01asca1.cha”). All infants (7 boys and 1 girl) came from monolingual German-speaking homes and were recorded at home while their parents interacted with them, resulting in typical playing situations involving picture books, toys and other objects.

We extracted all infant-directed units uttered by female speakers (n=932 turns). Of these, 89 had to be excluded from the analysis due to bad quality, such as overlapping speech, crying, noise or laughter. We further excluded interjections (n=145), non-referential onomatopoeia (n=46), and short IPs that were incomprehensible (n=67). In sum, 585 turns (18min 40sec of speech, 2270 words, 673 IPs) from 8 different mothers were intonationally analyzed. On average, an IP contained 3.4 words, ranging from 1 to 15 words. An IP contained 1.5 pitch accents on average. 45% of the words carried a pitch accent (1016 out of 2270). Note that 78% of the data (456 turns) came from one mother, which might skew the results. In order to better generalize from the data, we created a more balanced dataset that contained only 50 of her turns (randomly selected). This is the same number of turns as of the mother of whom we had the second-most turns. We compensated for some of the excluded data by adding 21 turns from another mother-child interaction from a private video. This infant is 5 months of age and both parents are native speakers of German. In what follows, we present the results from the full and the balanced data set in parallel.

3.2. Data Analysis

The utterances were first annotated on the lexical word level. Next, two annotators trained in GToBI labeled the corpus together. They first identified the phrasing (IPs/ips), then the accented syllables and the respective accent types. Annotators paid particular attention to the distinction between L*+H and L+H*, which is often confused (e.g., [23, 24]); they assigned these two accent types based on the perceptual impression of the accented syllable as low (L*+H) or high (L+H*). Disagreements were discussed and resolved. The most frequent disagreement involved the annotation of H*/!H*/L* (11%) by one annotator and no accent by the other. In case of disagreement, these cases were labeled as accents. A further frequent disagreement arose for L+H* vs. H* and L-H% vs. H-^H% (8% and 7.5% disagreement, respectively), both involving differences in scaling. These disagreements were resolved by comparing the respective accent to more prototypical realizations of the same speaker.

We deviated from the standard GToBI guidelines in two aspects, both regarding boundaries: First, when there was an H-tone on the first syllable of the word (H*, H+L*, H+!H*), the initial boundary was also marked as %H as this corresponds to the actual acoustic realization, while the phonologically motivated choice of the %L as default would have not been faithful to the actual intonation contour. Second, before a final rise (L-H%, H-^H%) and a high plateau (H-%), a low-pitched accented syllable was always marked as L*, i.e., no distinction was made between L* and L+H. Due to the use of simple words in IDS, there were not enough syllables after the accented tone to reliably differentiate between L* and L*+H accents in this context. Note that these conventions may slightly overestimate the counts for %H and L*.

In a second step, we analyzed the tonal movement to and from the accented syllable (conceptually following PaIntE ([25]), a method that has also been used for the analysis of infant-directed speech, ([26])). In contrast to PaIntE, which is based on acoustic analysis of the f0 contour, we classified the tonal target surrounding the accented tones perceptually as high or low (often, the poor quality of the recordings would not have made an automated acoustic analysis possible). For instance, an L* accent that was preceded by low pitch and followed by high pitch was classified as the tritonal pattern “LL*H”. This tritonal analysis accounts for the fact that GToBI describes leading tones in some pitch accents (L+H*, H+!H*, H-L*) and trailing tones in others (L+H*), but never both at the same time. Note that the inventory of pitch accent types (and hence the decision to describe leading or trailing tones for particular accents) is based on phonological theory and adults’ perception (see [27]) for the perceptual relevance of leading tones. Other German transcription systems use different inventories (e.g., [28] or [29]). Since we do not know what infants are sensitive to, our tritonal analysis does not take the phonological status of surrounding tones into account (be they GToBI trailing tones or phrase accents) but only classifies the f0 level of surrounding targets. The following criteria were used: First, the tonal targets preceding and following the accented tone were always specified, irrespective of the distance of a preceding or following tonal target. The classification does hence not give information on the slope of the movement to and from the accented tone (unlike PaIntE).

Second, if there were no preceding or following syllables, the accented tone was copied if there was no movement and specified with the opposite tone if there was a tonal movement (e.g., “HH*+L” for a monosyllabic fall). Figure 1 shows a case in which a phrase-initial L+H accent is categorized as “LL*H” even though there is no additional low-toned syllable that precedes the accented syllable. Figure 2 shows a case in which the tone following the accented one is not realized on the immediately following syllable but later in the phrase, leading to a shallow fall.

In order to keep the number of patterns manageable, we ignored differences resulting from the scaling of a tritonal pattern. For instance, an H+!H* L-% (early fall ending in a
high plateau) was counted as “HL.*L.” (see second accent in Figure 1 and last accent in Figure 3). Note that the distribution of patterns hardly changes when only the “core” patterns are counted (i.e. when tonally similar patterns in a higher pitch register are not taken into account). For the sake of clarity, these numbers are omitted in the current paper: our classification hence focuses on the local tonal movement around the accented syllable and ignores scaling differences that are induced by preceding tonal events (upstep and downstep). Note that we do not propose to add tritonal pitch accents for the intonational description of German IDS but provide an analysis that focuses on the tonal movements around the accented syllable.

Figure 1: Contour with a hat pattern followed by an incomplete fall (smoothed f0 shown between 200 and 400Hz): the accented syllables are shown on the third tier, GToBI notation on the fourth and the tritonal analysis on the fifth tier.

Figure 2: Contour with two rising accents followed by a high plateau (f0 between 100 and 500Hz).

Figure 3: Contour with five pitch accents ending in a high rise (f0 between 100 and 500Hz).

4. Results and Discussion

Table 1 shows the distribution of boundary tones, Table 2 the distribution of the most frequent pitch accent types. Note that the percentages are similar for the full and the balanced data set. Even when there are numeric differences, the frequency ranking does not change across sets.

Initial boundary tones. In the majority of cases, the utterances started with a low boundary tone (65%). The annotators further identified some cases in which the boundary was neither strictly %L nor %H: these 23 cases (3%) only occurred before accents starting with a low tonal target (L*+H, L+H* or L*). For the current analysis, these intermediate cases were preliminarily grouped as %L; future research is necessary to determine whether a %M category may be useful for the transcription of IDS.

Final boundary tones. The most frequent boundary tone was L-% (46% of the IPs). The next frequent patterns were a high plateau (H-%) and a low rise (L-H%). Incomplete falls (%H-%) and high rises (H-H%) were least frequent. The two plateau-patterns (H-%, %H-%) were usually accompanied by significant segmental lengthening (see also [29, 30]). Since the situations in the corpus involved a variety of interactions (teaching words, seeking the infants’ attention, describing pictures, playing, instructing), the range of boundary tones we see here may be representative of the infants’ input. An analysis of the pragmatic, functional aspects of the boundary tones are beyond the scope of this paper, but are surely important to further our understanding of the form-function mapping in IDS (and potential differences to ADS).

Table 1. Distribution of boundary tones.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Label</th>
<th>Contour</th>
<th>All data (673 IPs)</th>
<th>Balanced set (214 IPs)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>%L</td>
<td>Low onset</td>
<td>68%</td>
<td>65%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%H</td>
<td>High onset</td>
<td>31%</td>
<td>35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L-%</td>
<td>Fall/Low</td>
<td>46%</td>
<td>44%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-%</td>
<td>High plateau</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>19%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-%</td>
<td>Incomplete fall</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L-H%</td>
<td>Low rise</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-H%</td>
<td>High rise</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Pitch accent types. The most frequent accent types were H*!H*, L* and L+H*, all accounting for more than 20% of the accents. The high proportion of H* and L+H* accents is expected as they constitute the default accents for new and contrastive referents in German ([31]). On the other hand, the high proportion of L* accents may be partly explained by our labeling convention (default for low-toned accentual tones preceding a high boundary). Indeed, as shown in the tritonal analysis below, L* was often followed by a high tone, such as a high boundary tone (Table 3). The next frequent accent was L*+H, accounting for 15% of the CHILDES data (and 10% in the balanced data set). These L*+H accents often occurred in a so-called hat pattern, i.e., as prenuclear accents that were followed by an H+L* or H+!H* accent (see [32], and Figure 1) and have been reported to be frequent in southern German varieties (e.g., [33, 34]). Least frequent were accents with an early peak (H-L*, H+H*), which are assumed to signal given/accessible referents in German (e.g., [35]). Although mothers often repeated referents, so that subsequent mentions were discourse-given, mothers did not consistently avoid H* and L+H* accents in these contexts, in line with [18].

Table 2. Distribution of frequent pitch accent types.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Label</th>
<th>All data (1016 accents)</th>
<th>Balanced set (341 accents)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H*!H*</td>
<td>29%</td>
<td>35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L+H*</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L*+H</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L*</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H+L*</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H+!H*</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Tritonal analyses. Table 3 shows the F0 movement around the accentual tone. Interestingly, the strongest tonal contrast around the accentual tone (“HL*H”, “LH*L”), which supposedly makes the accentual syllable tonally extra salient, was not equally frequent for low and high accentual tones. Instead, the “peak pattern” (“LH*H”) was more than twice as frequent as the “dip pattern” (“HL*H”).

Table 3. Distribution of F0 movement around the accentual tone (*). T refers to either H or L tone.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>F0-movement around accentual tone</th>
<th>All data (1016 accents)</th>
<th>Balanced set (341 accents)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“HL*H”</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“HH*H”</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“LH*H”</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“HL*L”</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“HL*H”</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“LL*H”</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A further asymmetry involves patterns in which only one of the surrounding tones changes. In these cases, a change to the right (rows 2 and 6) seems to be preferred over a change from the left (rows 3 and 4). Future research will have to determine whether this asymmetry is inherent in the distribution of pitch accents or is rather caused by the differential influence of initial and final boundary tones. By far the most frequent single accentual pattern was “LL*H”, i.e., a low accentual tone followed by a high tone. This high tone was often, but not always a phrase accent (H-) or boundary tone (L-H%).

Monotonous patterns (“LL*H” and “HH*H”) were very rare, possibly because they stand out merely by metrical prominence and not by tonal movement. A recent proposal for intonational annotation in German argues for a separation of metrical prominence (signaled mainly by duration and intensity) and tonal characteristics ([36]). Had we used this separation, we would not have tonally annotated some of these H* and L* accents at all. Staircase patterns (last two rows) were equally rare.

Finally, we would like to note that not all IPs were produced with a large, expanded pitch range as suggested from the literature. Furthermore, we also observed cases in which more accents were placed on a single word. This mainly involved compounds and particle verbs (see also [17] for American English compounds). For instance, the compound “Sandeleimer” [za.n.dal.ʔa.mɐ] (toy bucket) received an additional pitch accent on the syllables that carry secondary stress. We occasionally also found accents on unstressed syllables, such as the second syllable in “prima” [priː.ma] (perfect), as displayed in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Contour of the word “prima” with two pitch accents within one word (100 and 500Hz).

5. Conclusion and outlook

We presented an intonational analysis of IDS in German, directed to prelinguistic infants. Utterances were analyzed using GToBI, a phonological annotation system within the AM tradition. Furthermore, the accents were classified according to accentual tones and tonal movements in surrounding syllables, leading to tritonal patterns with the accentual tone in the middle (a more categorical equivalent to PahnE). 45% of the words carried a pitch accent; sometimes a single word even received more than one accent, leading to considerable tonal variability. Phonologically, the majority of utterances started with a low boundary tone (65%). At the right edge, low-ending utterances (L-%) were the most frequent category, but they did not constitute the majority (occurring in only 46% of the utterances). The majority of utterances hence ended in some sort of high tone. Of these high-ending phrases, the high plateau (H-%) occurred most often, followed in frequency by the low-rise (L-H%); the incomplete fall (IH-%) and the high rise (H-^H%) were least frequent. Regarding the choice of pitch accents, four types were particularly frequent (H*/IH*, L*, L+H*, L*+H, in order of descending frequency). Accent types with an early peak (H=L*, H+H*) were very rare. The tritonal analysis showed that monotonous and staircase patterns are only sparsely represented in the data. H* accentual tones (with a low tone before or after them) were more frequent than L* accentual tones (with surrounding H tones). The “LL*H” pattern stands out as the single most frequent pattern, possibly due to its use in polar questions ([37]) (which frequently occur in the infant’s input ([18]) and due to regional influence ([33, 34]). Unfortunately, we do not have data to directly compare the distribution to ADS utterances from the same speakers. Existing analyses focused on northern German varieties ([38]) and on read speech ([39]), which is not directly comparable. We will have to leave this comparison to future research.

We are currently collecting more audio files to enrich the dataset and to investigate whether the high proportion of L*+H accents is indeed a regional southern phenomenon ([33, 34]) or whether this accent type is a peculiar phonological feature of IDS. Furthermore, we are analyzing the form-function mapping, in particular with regard to the meaning of boundary tones and the marking of referential givenness by caregivers.
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